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In  Sir William Chambers published, at his
own expense, the first edition of his Treatise on

Civil Architecture, ‘in which the Principles of that
Art are laid down and Illustrated by a great Number
of Plates accurately Designed and Elegantly
Engraved by the best Hands’. He intended it as his
Palladio, a definitive study of the classical orders and
classical design with examples from his own work.

The first plate in this huge folio was headed: ‘The
Primitive Buildings &c’ (Fig. ). This traced, by
several carefully drawn figures, the origins of a
typical Doric temple in the earliest wooden huts,
following the theories proposed by the French
Jesuit, Abbé Marc-Antoine Laugier, in his Essai sur
l’architecture of . Chambers named ‘Father
Laugier’ later in his text, giving him the credit for
the theory. On that first plate there are three figures:
‘The First sort of Huts’, which is a round structure
of branches, then ‘The Second sort of Huts’ which,
with ‘The Third sort of Huts’, explain the origins of
the Doric order. These last two are rectangular
structures, one with a flat and one with a sloping
roof. They demonstrate clearly, and indeed
convincingly, how a building of rough logs could
anticipate the columns, the entablature, cornice,
mutules and trigylphs of the Doric order in a stone-
built Greek temple. In the first two printed pages of
his Treatise Chambers explains the process in clear,
approving language, so at this point in his career he
appears to have considered Laugier’s theories both
convincing and important. 

A year later, in , according to the Revd. John
Hutchins’s History and Antiquities of the County of

Dorset, the only contemporary authority for an
under-recorded country house, Chambers designed
Castle Hill, often known as Duntish Court, in the
parish of Buckland Newton, high up in central
Dorset. His patron was the equally under-recorded
Fitz Foy, a local landowner. Castle Hill was a notably
austere, even ‘primitive’ villa, astylar, brick-built, two
storeys over a basement on the standard //-bay
Palladian pattern with a central pediment and
detached single-storey wings. It was often altered
over the years and demolished in  when,
apparently, any surviving building records were lost.

A modern bungalow now stands on the site, but
much of the original pleasure garden, half formal,
half Rococo, has survived, romantically unkempt and
attractive, in the sensitive care of the present owners,
Mark and Sarah Douglass.

In the woods behind the house, situated a little
way above the approach drive, is what is now called
the Summerhouse (Fig. ), but which may, judging
by the  sale particulars for the property, have
originally been ‘The Carpenter’s Shop’. From the
presence on its rear elevation of two re-set Tudor
windows, presumably recycled when Chambers
demolished the old house some way to the west of
the present bungalow, the Summerhouse must have
been roughly coeval with Castle Hill. From the
striking similarity between its front facing the drive,
and the third figure on the first plate in Chambers’s
Treatise (Fig. ), it appears to have been built as a
telling demonstration of Laugier’s theory of the
origin of the Doric order. Given the lack of
documentation for Castle Hill it is unlikely that the
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with no outlook and none of the charm of the usual
eclectic garden temple, relates strangely to the rest of
the grounds. A description of Chambers’s layout will
underline the building’s oddity. Castle Hill house
was not conventionally sited in the middle of
parkland, but on the very edge of a hilly, wooded
pleasure garden from which, looking out south-east
across a stone-faced ha-ha, it commanded a wide
view of rural Dorset fields. Today the drive leads up
past the nineteenth-century stable buildings built

Summerhouse can ever be firmly attributed to
Chambers. But it can here be confidently suggested
that this is a significant garden building designed,
partly as a wry joke, partly as a didactic exercise, for
Fitz Foy by Chambers at a point in his stylistic
development when he had yet to be consumed by
that rage against the implications of Laugier’s
theories which brims over in the second ()
edition of the Treatise.

A ‘Summerhouse’ set in thick dark woodland,

Fig. . The evolution of the Doric order, as proposed by Laugier and illustrated by Chambers 
in his  Treatise in Civil Architecture.
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broad grass terrace on its south side, shaded by
unusually fine plane and chestnut trees. A rocky
cataract trickles rather than tumbles down into the
head of the canal, and on the steep slope above the
water to the north another little terrace has been
levelled out to front the Grotto. This has a self-
consciously savage entrance of slag and tufa,
designed in the spirit of Thomas Wright’s two
illustrated books: Arbours () and Grottos ().

The pool inside is deep enough to have served as a
cold bath in the Savage Picturesque manner of
Joseph Lane of Tisbury.

A replica of Laugier’s primitive hut might be
expected to fit easily with the mood of an austere
parent house, a rocky cascade and a rocky grotto. In

where the Tudor house once stood. Still climbing, it
enters the woodlands of a hill topped by a Roman
encampment, the ‘Castle Hill’ of that romantic Fitz
Foy reference. The Summerhouse can be seen
through the trees up on the left, while the Grotto is
almost hidden down to the right. A short descent
brings the drive out of the woods to Castle Hill’s
modern replacement, which looks slightly lost on a
wide green terrace designed for the spreading
quadrant arms of Chambers’s house. 

Immediately below the present bungalow is a
tangled grove of multi-stemmed yews, a formal
topiary garden run dramatically wild. From this a
long weed-grown canal, almost wide enough to be
called a lake, leads back into the woods. It has a

Fig. . The Summerhouse at Duntish Court, Dorset. Timothy Mowl.



notionally, not structurally, upon these ‘columns’:
two parallel rows of planking connected vertically by
short lengths of log – the eight triglyphs, each topped
by a flat abacus. As Chambers wrote in his
explanation of the third figure:

They took off the bark….and covered each of them
with a flat stone or slate, to keep off the rain. The
spaces between the ends of the joists were closed with
clay, wax, or some other substance; and the ends of the
joists covered with thin boards cut in the manner of
triglyphs.

Even in its present semi-modernized condition
(workmen were using the Summerhouse for their
lunch break when I was there) the didactic
demonstration is convincing. As Chambers concluded:

fact the Summerhouse, standing as far above the
drive as the Grotto stands below it, contrives to be
almost shockingly ugly, partly because at some point
in the early nineteenth century its walls of rubble
flints were pierced on the drive side by two
cambered-headed windows and a door with brick
surrounds. The double-door entrance for hand carts
on the west end of the building looks to be original.

Despite the later intrusions the Doric
iconography of the split tree trunks which have been
tacked onto the rubble walls is still quite plain. Two
of the logs are still loosely attached in their original
positions; a third had fallen on the grass until I
propped it back up. What is most tellingly classical
in its crude simplification is the entablature laid
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Fig. . Chambers’s third example of a primitive hut.
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replaced them. The east end of the building appears
to demonstrate the Roman. Its brick-lined Diocletian
window looks contemporary with the c.

windows on the main elevation, but above it,
outlined in rough, tacked-on logs, is a crude round
arch that pretends to support, by another straight
timber, the peak of the roof (Fig. ). The present roof
is covered in slates, though it may originally have
been thatched to give it a primitive air. Chambers,
after discussing the flat roof of his second figure,
wrote: ‘they raised it in the middle; giving it the form
of a gable roof, by placing rafters on the joists’. This
resulted in his third figure and would, of course, have
prefigured a classical pediment.

Later in his career Chambers would deploy

‘the beams, joists, rafters and strata of materials, that
formed the covering, gave birth to Architraves, Frizes
[sic], Triglyphs and Cornices, with the Corona, the
Mutules, the Modillions and the Dentils’.

All the log-work for the ‘entablature’ is repeated
on the rear of the Summerhouse, but without the log
columns. The rear wall which could have been
punctuated with these split logs is, in fact, pierced by
the two mullioned Tudor windows (Fig. ). The
interesting speculation is whether Chambers, Foy or
some unknown, was improving upon the lesson of
the three figures in the Treatise by demonstrating the
Gothic style on this rear façade. Chambers was
interested in the three styles: the post-and-lintel
Greek, the arched Roman and the Gothic which

Fig. . Rear elevation of the Summerhouse at Duntish Court, Dorset. Timothy Mowl.



French Jesuit in particular; who a few years ago
published an Essay on Architecture, wherein he
inveighs vehemently against them.’ By the time he
came to revise the text for his second edition of 

he had begun to attack Laugier’s primitivism openly
complaining that: 

He inveighs vehemently against pilasters, as against
every other architectonic form, as if, in the whole
catalogue of arts, architecture should be the only one
confined to its primitive simplicity, and secluded from
any deviation or improvement whatsoever’.

Accepting then, as seems reasonable, that this is an
hitherto unremarked Chambers building, and a
precious survival of a lost house, one that John
Harris considers was probably Chambers’s very first
villa design, is it possible to determine the spirit in
which this uncouth ‘Summerhouse’, concealed and
viewless in the depths of a gloomy wood, was built
for Fitz Foy? There is some guidance in the preface
to the  edition of the Treatise. Chambers was not
an admirer of the noble savage. ‘In countries where
Men live in woods, in caves, or in miserable huts’, he
declaims, ‘exposed to the inclemencies of seasons
and under continual apprehensions of heat, cold,
tempests, rain or snow, they are indolent, stupid, and
abject’. Nevertheless he must have believed that
figure three on the first plate was a move in a civilized
direction. Even his later houses – Gower or
Melbourne in London – when he was competing
decoratively against the Adam brothers in the s,
can hardly be described as wild or uninhibited. The
Duntish Summerhouse or Carpenter’s Shop was
probably a wry joke, a ponderous unbending for a
patron eager to learn; but still a serious trifle, which
Chambers found satisfying to design instead of the
usual predictable temple. Remembering Lord
Charlemont’s epitaph for Chambers:

The Best of Men, and the First of English Architects,
Whose Buildings, Modelled From His Own Mind,
Elegant, Pure and Solid,
Will Long Remain the Lasting Monuments
Of That Taste,

pediments reasonably freely as a decorative device
but, when he was building Castle Hill before , he
was still in thrall to Laugier’s functionalism, noting
dutifully:

The Ancients always avoided introducing Pediments
of different sizes in the same Composition. In the
chaste remains of Antiquity I do not recall any
example of two different sizes in the same aspect.

His Duddingston House, Midlothian, for the th Earl
of Abercorn, which John Harris dates as almost
contemporary with Castle Hill, perhaps very slightly
later, makes no use in its fine staircase hall of
decorative pediments over the doors. Only on
pilasters was Chambers just beginning to rebel
against Laugier’s discipline, mentioning ‘a certain
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Fig. . East elevation of the summerhouse at Duntish
Court, Dorset. Timothy Mowl.
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 John Harris, Chambers, , suggests that it was built
‘before ’.

 His memorial tablet in Buckland Newton parish
church records his death, aged , in , and
describes him as ‘a worthy independent character’,
who ‘ever manifested an ardent zeal for his Country
affection for his Relatives and Friends and a
generous philanthropy for all Mankind’; there is no
mention of architecture.

 Royal Commission on Historical Monuments,
County of Dorset: Central, pt., , , has a long
description of Castle Hill as it stood just before
demolition. This reports the changes to the wings as
being ‘made in the second half of the nineteenth
century’.

 Dorchester, Dorset Record Office, D/: ‘in the
rear of the Mansion…a Carpenter’s Shop, a Cow-
yard and some useful Sheds’. They list ‘Lawns and
Parterres’, ‘an ornamental Piece of Water’, ‘lofty
Timber in magnificent variety, with a curious
secluded Grotto, with a jagged Spa Roof,
overhanging a chrystal Spring’, but they do not
mention a Summerhouse, which indicates that in
 the building was probably the ‘Carpenter’s
Shop’.

 Chambers, Treatise, nd ed., , .
 For Wright see Eileen Harris, Thomas Wright

Arbours and Grottos, a Facsimile….with a
catalogue of Wright’s Work in Architecture and
Garden Design, .

 For Joseph Lane’s cold bath and grottoes at Fonthill
see Timothy Mowl, William Beckford: Composing
for Mozart, , –& plate ; see also Timothy
Mowl, ‘Inside Beckford’s Landscape of the Mind’,
Country Life,  February . For the Lanes’ work
see Christopher Thacker,Masters of the Grotto:
Joseph & Josiah Lane (Tisbury, ).

 Chambers, op. cit., .
 Idem.
 Idem. .
 Ibid., .
 For Duddingston see John Harris, Chambers, op.

cit., –, pls.  and –; also Country Life,
 September .

 Chambers, op. cit., .
 Chambers, op. cit., nd edition, , .
 Chambers, op. cit., st edition, , Preface, .
 Quoted by John Harris, op. cit., . 
 Crook, op. cit., .
 Ibid., .

Whose Chastity Could Only Be Equalled
By The Immaculate Purity of the Author’s Heart.

and looking at the dilapidated iconography of the
Summerhouse, which is certainly neither ‘Elegant’,
nor very ‘Solid’, it is still possible to sense a feeling
for ‘Chastity’, and the leaning of an enthusiastic,
academic, thirty-nine-year-old architect towards the
immaculately ‘Pure’ elements of building design. In
 Chambers was still mentally youthful, able to
toy with a revolutionary theory of the aesthetics of
functionalism. J M Crook writes of ‘Chambers’
implacable hostility to the Greek Revival’. The
Duntish Summerhouse hints that Chambers was
initially far more open-minded about the movement.
Crook argues further, ‘Primitivism, simplicity, purity
– these were now the cardinal virtues, prized far
above novelty, variety, flexibility or sophistication.
Chambers was incapable of appreciating such an
aesthetic somersault’. This little building suggests
that at one stage he was considering exactly that
stylistic gymnastic.
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